MY UNDERCOVER YEARS WITH THE KU KLUX KLAN
As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience not quite lesson, amusement, as capably as treaty can be gotten by
just checking out a book MY UNDERCOVER YEARS WITH THE KU KLUX KLAN after that it is not directly done, you could admit
even more almost this life, around the world.
We offer you this proper as capably as simple way to acquire those all. We pay for MY UNDERCOVER YEARS WITH THE KU KLUX
KLAN and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the course of them is this MY
UNDERCOVER YEARS WITH THE KU KLUX KLAN that can be your partner.

Freedom's Main Line Derek Charles Catsam 2009-01-23 Black Americans in the Jim Crow South could not escape the grim
reality of racial segregation, whether enforced by law or by custom. In Freedom's Main Line: The Journey of
Reconciliation and the Freedom Rides, author Derek Charles Catsam shows that courtrooms, classrooms, and cemeteries were
not the only front lines in African Americans' prolonged struggle for basic civil rights. Buses, trains, and other modes
of public transportation provided the perfect means for civil rights activists to protest the second-class citizenship
of African Americans, bringing the reality of the violence of segregation into the consciousness of America and the
world. In 1947, nearly a decade before the Supreme Court voided school segregation in Brown v. Board of Education,
sixteen black and white activists embarked on a four-state bus tour, called the Journey of Reconciliation, to challenge
discrimination in busing and other forms of public transportation. Although the Journey drew little national attention,
it set the stage for the more timely and influential 1961 Freedom Rides. After the Supreme Court's 1960 ruling in
Boynton v. Virginia that segregated public transportation violated the Interstate Commerce Act, the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) and other civil rights groups organized the Freedom Rides to test the enforcement of the ruling in buses
and bus terminals across the South. Their goal was simple: "to make bus desegregation," as a CORE press release put it,
"a reality instead of merely an approved legal doctrine." Freedom's Main Line argues that the Freedom Rides, a turning
point in the Civil Rights Movement, were a logical, natural evolution of such earlier efforts as the Journey of
Reconciliation, their organizers following models provided by previous challenges to segregation and relying on the
principles of nonviolence so common in the larger movement. The impact of the Freedom Rides, however, was unprecedented,
fixing the issue of civil rights in the national consciousness. Later activists were often dubbed Freedom Riders even if
they never set foot on a bus. With challenges to segregated transportation as his point of departure, Catsam chronicles
black Americans' long journey toward increased civil rights. Freedom's Main Line tells the story of bold incursions into
the heart of institutional discrimination, journeys undertaken by heroic individuals who forced racial injustice into
the national and international spotlight and helped pave the way for the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The Informant Gary May 2005-05-11 An FBI’s informant’s role in the murder of a civil rights activist by the KKK is
explored in this “suspenseful and vigorously reported” history (Baltimore Sun). In 1965, Detroit housewife Viola Liuzzo
drove to Alabama to help organize Martin Luther King’s Voting Rights March from Selma, Alabama, to Montgomery. But after
the march’s historic success, Liuzzo was shot to death by members of the Birmingham Ku Klux Klan. The case drew national
attention and was solved almost instantly, because one of the Klansman present during the shooting was Gary Thomas Rowe,
an undercover FBI informant. At the time, Rowe’s information and testimony were heralded as a triumph of law
enforcement. But as Gary May reveals in this provocative book, Rowe’s history of collaboration with both the Klan and
the FBI was far more complex. Based on previously unexamined FBI and Justice Department Records, The Informant
demonstrates that in their ongoing efforts to protect Rowe’s cover, the FBI knowingly became an accessory to some of the
most grotesque crimes of the Civil Rights era—including a vicious attack on the Freedom Riders and perhaps even the
bombing of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church. A tale of a renegade informant and a tragically dysfunctional
intelligence system, The Informant offers a dramatic cautionary tale about what can happen when secret police power goes
unchecked.
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Stewards of History: A Study of the Nature of a Moral Deed
Black Klansman Ron Stallworth 2018-06-05 The #1 New York Times Bestseller! The extraordinary true story and basis for
the Academy Award winning film BlacKkKlansman, written and directed by Spike Lee, produced by Jordan Peele, and starring
John David Washington and Adam Driver. When detective Ron Stallworth, the first black detective in the history of the
Colorado Springs Police Department, comes across a classified ad in the local paper asking for all those interested in
joining the Ku Klux Klan to contact a P.O. box, Detective Stallworth does his job and responds with interest, using his
real name while posing as a white man. He figures he’ll receive a few brochures in the mail, maybe even a magazine, and
learn more about a growing terrorist threat in his community. A few weeks later the office phone rings, and the caller
asks Ron a question he thought he’d never have to answer, “Would you like to join our cause?” This is 1978, and the KKK
is on the rise in the United States. Its Grand Wizard, David Duke, has made a name for himself, appearing on talk shows,
and major magazine interviews preaching a “kinder” Klan that wants nothing more than to preserve a heritage, and to
restore a nation to its former glory. Ron answers the caller’s question that night with a yes, launching what is surely
one of the most audacious, and incredible undercover investigations in history. Ron recruits his partner Chuck to play
the "white" Ron Stallworth, while Stallworth himself conducts all subsequent phone conversations. During the months-long
investigation, Stallworth sabotages cross burnings, exposes white supremacists in the military, and even befriends David
Duke himself. Black Klansman is an amazing true story that reads like a crime thriller, and a searing portrait of a
divided America and the extraordinary heroes who dare to fight back.
The Race Beat Gene Roberts 2008-06-17 An unprecedented examination of how news stories, editorials and photographs in
the American press—and the journalists responsible for them—profoundly changed the nation’s thinking about civil rights
in the South during the 1950s and ‘60s. Roberts and Klibanoff draw on private correspondence, notes from secret
meetings, unpublished articles, and interviews to show how a dedicated cadre of newsmen—black and white—revealed to a
nation its most shameful shortcomings that compelled its citizens to act. Meticulously researched and vividly rendered,
The Race Beat is an extraordinary account of one of the most calamitous periods in our nation’s history, as told by
those who covered it.
Backfire David Mark Chalmers 2005 David Chalmers, the leading historian of the Ku Klux Klan, brings the story of
America's oldest terrorist society up to date. Chalmers skillfully shows how Klan violence actually aided the civil
rights movement of the 1960s and revolutionized the role of the national government in the protection of civil rights.
He follows the forty-year struggle to punish Klan murderers through the courts of Alabama, Georgia, and the U.S. Supreme
Court, and how Morris Dees and the Southern Poverty Law Center finally found a way to bring the Klan down.

Voices of Freedom Henry Hampton 2011-08-03 “A vast choral pageant that recounts the momentous work of the civil rights
struggle.”—The New York Times Book Review A monumental volume drawing upon nearly one thousand interviews with civil
rights activists, politicians, reporters, Justice Department officials, and others, weaving a fascinating narrative of
the civil rights movement told by the people who lived it Join brave and terrified youngsters walking through a jeering
mob and up the steps of Central High School in Little Rock. Listen to the vivid voices of the ordinary people who manned
the barricades, the laborers, the students, the housewives without whom there would have been no civil rights movements
at all. In this remarkable oral history, Henry Hampton, creator and executive producer of the acclaimed PBS series Eyes
on the Prize, and Steve Fayer, series writer, bring to life the country’s great struggle for civil rights as no
conventional narrative can. You will hear the voices of those who defied the blackjacks, who went to jail, who witnessed
and policed the movement; of those who stood for and against it—voices from the heart of America.
Freedom Riders Raymond Arsenault 2011-03-11 The saga of the Freedom Rides is an improbable, almost unbelievable story.
In the course of six months in 1961, four hundred and fifty Freedom Riders expanded the realm of the possible in
American politics, redefining the limits of dissent and setting the stage for the civil rights movement. In this new
version of his encyclopedic Freedom Riders, Raymond Arsenault offers a significantly condensed and tautly written
account. With characters and plot lines rivaling those of the most imaginative fiction, this is a tale of heroic
sacrifice and unexpected triumph. Arsenault recounts how a group of volunteers--blacks and whites--came together to
travel from Washington DC through the Deep South, defying Jim Crow laws in buses and terminals and putting their lives
on the line for racial justice. News photographers captured the violence in Montgomery, shocking the nation and sparking
a crisis in the Kennedy administration. Here are the key players--their fears and courage, their determination and
second thoughts, and the agonizing choices they faced as they took on Jim Crow--and triumphed. Winner of the Owsley
Prize Publication is timed to coincide with the airing of the American Experience miniseries documenting the Freedom
Rides "Arsenault brings vividly to life a defining moment in modern American history." --Eric Foner, The New York Times
Book Review "Authoritative, compelling history." --William Grimes, The New York Times "For those interested in
understanding 20th-century America, this is an essential book." --Roger Wilkins, Washington Post Book World "Arsenault's
record of strategy sessions, church vigils, bloody assaults, mass arrests, political maneuverings and personal anguish
captures the mood and the turmoil, the excitement and the confusion of the movement and the time." --Michael Kenney, The
Boston Globe
The Politics of Rage Dan T. Carter 2000-02-01 Combining biography with regional and national history, Dan T. Carter
chronicles the dramatic rise and fall of George Wallace, a populist who abandoned his ideals to become a national symbol
of racism, and later begged for forgiveness. In The Politics of Rage, Carter argues persuasively that the four-time
Alabama governor and four-time presidential candidate helped to establish the conservative political movement that put
Ronald Reagan in the White House in 1980 and gave Newt Gingrich and the Republicans control of Congress in 1994. In this
second edition, Carter updates Wallace’s story with a look at the politician’s death and the nation’s reaction to it and
gives a summary of his own sense of the legacy of “the most important loser in twentieth-century American politics.”
Television Series and Specials Scripts, 1946Ð1992 2009-07-08 In the early days of television, many of its actors,
writers, producers and directors came from radio. This crossover endowed the American Radio Archives with a treasure
trove of television documents. The collected scripts span more than 40 years of American television history, from live
broadcasts of the 1940s to the late 1980s. They also cover the entire spectrum of television entertainment programming,
including comedies, soap operas, dramas, westerns, and crime series. The archives cover nearly 1,200 programs
represented by more than 6,000 individual scripts. Includes an index of personal names, program and episode titles and
production companies, as well as a glossary of industry terms.
Encyclopedia of Film Themes, Settings and Series Richard B. Armstrong 2015-07-11 The first editon was called “the most
valuable film reference in several years” by Library Journal. The new edition published in hardcover in 2001 includes
more than 670 entries. The current work is a paperback reprint of that edition. Each entry contains a mini-essay that
defines the topic, followed by a chronological list of representative films. From the Abominable Snowman to Zorro, this
encyclopedia provides film scholars and fans with an easy-to-use reference for researching film themes or tracking down
obscure movies on subjects such as suspended animation, viral epidemics, robots, submarines, reincarnation,
ventriloquists and the Olympics (“Excellent” said Cult Movies). The volume also contains an extensive list of film
characters and series, including B-movie detectives, Western heroes, made-for-television film series, and foreign film
heroes and villains.
Federal Law and Southern Order Michal R. Belknap 1995 Federal Law and Southern Order, first published in 1987, examines
the factors behind the federal government's long delay in responding to racial violence during the 1950s and 1960s. The
book also reveals that it was apprehension of a militant minority of white racists that ultimately spurred acquiescent
state and local officials in the South to protect blacks and others involved in civil rights activities. By tracing
patterns of violent racial crimes and probing the federal government's persistent failure to punish those who committed
the crimes, Michal R. Belknap tells how and why judges, presidents, members of Congress, and even Justice Department and
Federal Bureau of Investigation officials accepted the South's insistence that federalism precluded any national
interference in southern law enforcement. Lulled into complacency by the soothing rationalization of federalism,
Washington for too long remained a bystander while the Ku Klux Klan and others used violence to sabotage the civil
rights movement, Belknap demonstrates. In the foreword to this paperback edition, Belknap examines how other scholars,
in works published after Federal Law and Southern Order, have treated issues related to federal efforts to curb racial
violence. He also explores how incidents of racial violence since the 1960s have been addressed by the state legal
systems of the South and discusses the significance for the contemporary South of congressional legislation enacted
during the 1960s to suppress racially motivated murders, beatings, and intimidation.
The Children David Halberstam 2012-12-18 From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Fifties: An “intimate and
monumental” account of the people at the core of the civil rights movement (Publishers Weekly). The young men and women
at the heart of David Halberstam’s brilliant and poignant The Children came together through Reverend James Lawson’s
workshops on nonviolence. Idealistic and determined, they showed unwavering bravery during the sit-ins at the Nashville
lunch counters and on the Freedom Rides across the South—all chronicled here with Halberstam’s characteristic clarity
and insight. The Children exhibits the incredible strength of generations of black Americans, who sacrificed greatly to
improve the world for their children. Following Diane Nash, John Lewis, Gloria Johnson, Bernard Lafayette, Marion Barry,
Curtis Murphy, James Bevel, and Rodney Powell, among others, The Children is rooted in Halberstam’s coverage of the
civil rights movement for Nashville’s Tennessean. A New York Times Notable Book, this volume garnered extraordinary
acclaim for David Halberstam, the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of The Best and the Brightest. Upon its
publication, the Philadelphia Inquirer called it “utterly absorbing . . . The civil rights movement already has produced
superb works of history, books such as David J. Garrow’s Bearing the Cross and Taylor Branch’s recently published Pillar
of Fire. . . . Halberstam adds another with The Children.” This ebook features an extended biography of David
Halberstam.
My Undercover Years with the Ku Klux Klan Gary Thomas Rowe 1976

Freedom's Detective Charles Lane 2019-04-09 “This is a powerful, vitally important story, and Lane brings it to life
with not only vast amounts of research but with a remarkable gift for storytelling that makes the pages fly by.”
—Candice Millard, author of The River of Doubt and Hero of the Empire Freedom’s Detective reveals the untold story of
the Reconstruction-era United States Secret Service and their battle against the Ku Klux Klan, through the career of its
controversial chief, Hiram C. Whitley In the years following the Civil War, a new battle began. Newly freed African
American men had gained their voting rights and would soon have a chance to transform Southern politics. Former
Confederates and other white supremacists mobilized to stop them. Thus, the KKK was born. After the first political
assassination carried out by the Klan, Washington power brokers looked for help in breaking the growing movement. They
found it in Hiram C. Whitley. He became head of the Secret Service, which had previously focused on catching
counterfeiters and was at the time the government’s only intelligence organization. Whitley and his agents led the
covert war against the nascent KKK and were the first to use undercover work in mass crime—what we now call
terrorism—investigations. Like many spymasters before and since, Whitley also had a dark side. His penchant for
skulduggery and dirty tricks ultimately led to his involvement in a conspiracy that would bring an end to his career and
transform the Secret Service. Populated by intriguing historical characters—from President Grant to brave Southerners,
both black and white, who stood up to the Klan—and told in a brisk narrative style, Freedom’s Detective reveals the
story of this complex hero and his central role in a long-lost chapter of American history.
Hooded Americanism David J. Chalmers 2013-02-13 "The only work that treats Ku Kluxism for the entire period of it's
existence . . . the authoritative work on the period. Hooded Americanism is exhaustive in its rich detail and its use of
primary materials to paint the picture of a century of terror. It is comprehensive, since it treats the entire period,
and enjoys the perspective that the long view provides. It is timely, since it emphasizes the undeniable persistence of
terrorism in American life."—John Hope Franklin
The Politics of Injustice David Niven 2003 "Niven explores how the Freedom Rides set a pattern for JFK's reaction to
the civil rights movement, and how the president tried to make a half-hearted stand for civil rights while shoring up
his support among segregationist white southern Democrats.
Bending Toward Justice Doug Jones 2019-03-05 The story of the decades-long fight to bring justice to the victims of the
16th Street Baptist Church bombing, culminating in Sen. Doug Jones' prosecution of the last living bombers. On September
15, 1963, the 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama was bombed. The blast killed four young girls and
injured twenty-two others. The FBI suspected four particularly radical Ku Klux Klan members. Yet due to reluctant
witnesses, a lack of physical evidence, and pervasive racial prejudice the case was closed without any indictments. But
as Martin Luther King, Jr. famously expressed it, "the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice."
Years later, Alabama Attorney General William Baxley reopened the case, ultimately convicting one of the bombers in
1977. Another suspect passed away in 1994, and US Attorney Doug Jones tried and convicted the final two in 2001 and
2002, representing the correction of an outrageous miscarriage of justice nearly forty years in the making. Jones
himself went on to win election as Alabama’s first Democratic Senator since 1992 in a dramatic race against Republican
challenger Roy Moore. Bending Toward Justice is a dramatic and compulsively readable account of a key moment in our long
national struggle for equality, related by an author who played a major role in these events. A distinguished work of
legal and personal history, the book is destined to take its place as a canonical civil rights history.
Carry Me Home Diane McWhorter 2001-06-29 Now with a new afterword, the Pulitzer Prize-winning dramatic account of the
civil rights era’s climactic battle in Birmingham as the movement, led by Martin Luther King, Jr., brought down the
institutions of segregation. "The Year of Birmingham," 1963, was a cataclysmic turning point in America’s long civil
rights struggle. Child demonstrators faced down police dogs and fire hoses in huge nonviolent marches against
segregation. Ku Klux Klansmen retaliated by bombing the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, killing four young black girls.
Diane McWhorter, daughter of a prominent Birmingham family, weaves together police and FBI records, archival documents,
interviews with black activists and Klansmen, and personal memories into an extraordinary narrative of the personalities
and events that brought about America’s second emancipation. In a new afterword—reporting last encounters with hero
Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth and describing the current drastic anti-immigration laws in Alabama—the author demonstrates
that Alabama remains a civil rights crucible.
Fighting the Devil in Dixie Wayne Greenhaw 2011-01-01 Examining the growth of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) following the
birth of the civil rights movement, this book is filled with tales of the heroic efforts to halt their rise to power.
Shortly after the success of the Montgomery bus boycott, the KKK—determined to keep segregation as the way of life in
Alabama—staged a resurgence, and the strong-armed leadership of Governor George C. Wallace, who defied the new civil
rights laws, empowered the Klan’s most violent members. Although Wallace’s power grew, not everyone accepted his unjust
policies, and blacks such as Martin Luther King Jr., J. L. Chestnut, and Bernard LaFayette began fighting back in the
courthouses and schoolhouses, as did young southern lawyers such as Charles “Chuck” Morgan, who became the ACLU’s
southern director; Morris Dees, who cofounded the Southern Poverty Law Center; and Bill Baxley, Alabama attorney
general, who successfully prosecuted the bomber of Birmingham’s 16th Street Baptist Church and legally halted some of
Governor Wallace’s agencies designed to slow down integration. Dozens of exciting, extremely well-told stories
demonstrate how blacks defied violence and whites defied public ostracism and indifference in the face of kidnappings,
bombings, and murders.
The Klan Patsy Sims 1996-12-12 Traces the recent history of the Ku Klux Klan, looks at the viewpoints of individual men
and women active in the Klan, and describes the reasons for the Klan's decline
The Complete Index to Literary Sources in Film Alan Goble 1999-01-01
FBI statutory charter United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary 1978
The Civil Rights Movement in American Memory Renee Christine Romano 2006 The movement for civil rights in America
peaked in the 1950s and 1960s; however, a closely related struggle, this time over the movement's legacy, has been
heatedly engaged over the past two decades. How the civil rights movement is currently being remembered in American
politics and culture--and why it matters--is the common theme of the thirteen essays in this unprecedented collection.
Memories of the movement are being created and maintained--in ways and for purposes we sometimes only vaguely
perceive--through memorials, art exhibits, community celebrations, and even street names. At least fifteen civil rights
movement museums have opened since 1990; Mississippi Burning, Four Little Girls, and The Long Walk Home only begin to
suggest the range of film and television dramatizations of pivotal events; corporations increasingly employ movement
images to sell fast food, telephones, and more; and groups from Christian conservatives to gay rights activists have
claimed the civil rights mantle. Contests over the movement's meaning are a crucial part of the continuing fight against
racism and inequality. These writings look at how civil rights memories become established as fact through museum
exhibits, street naming, and courtroom decisions; how our visual culture transmits the memory of the movement; how
certain aspects of the movement have come to be ignored in its "official" narrative; and how other political struggles
have appropriated the memory of the movement. Here is a book for anyone interested in how we collectively recall, claim,
understand, and represent the past.
Agents of Repression Ward Churchill 2002 For those wondering how Bill Clinton could pardon white-collar fugitive Marc

Rich but not Native American leader Leonard Peltier, important clues can be found in this classic study of the FBI's
COINTELPRO (Counterintelligence Program). Agents of Repression includes an incisive historical account of the FBI siege
of Wounded Knee, and reveals the viciousness of COINTELPRO campaigns targeting the Black Liberation movement. The
authors' new introduction examines the legacies of the Panthers and AIM, and shows how the FBI still presents a threat
to those committed to fundamental social change. Ward Churchill is author of From a Native Son. Jim Vander Wall is coauthor of The COINTELPRO Papers: Documents from the FBI's Secret Wars Against Dissent in the United States, with Ward
Churchill.
Until Justice Rolls Down Frank Sikora 2005 This book tells the story of one grim Sunday in September 1963 when an
intentionally planted cache of dynamite ripped through the walls of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church and ended the
dreams and the lives of four young black girls. Their deaths spurred the Kennedy administration to send an army of FBI
agents to Alabama and led directly to the passage of the Civil Rights Act. When the Justice Department was unable to
bring anyone to trial for this heinous crime, a young Alabama attorney general named Bill Baxley began his own
investigation to find the perpetrators. In 1977, 14 years after the bombing, Baxley brought one Klansman to trial and,
in a courtroom only blocks from the bombed church (now a memorial to the victims), persuaded a jury to return a guilty
verdict. More than 20 years later two other perpetrators were tried for the bombing, found guilty, and remanded to
prison.
Robert Kennedy and His Times Arthur M. Schlesinger 2012-07-18 The Pulitzer Prize–winning historian chronicles the short
life of the Kennedy family’s second presidential hopeful. Schlesinger’s account vividly recalls the forces that shaped
Robert Kennedy, from his position as the third son of a powerful Irish Catholic political clan to his concern for issues
of social justice in the turbulent 1960s. Robert Kennedy and His Times is “a picture of a deeply compassionate man
hiding his vulnerability, drawn to the underdogs and the unfortunates in society by his life experiences and sufferings”
(Los Angeles Times). This Fortieth Anniversary Edition contains not only Schlesinger’s illuminating and inspiring
portrait of Robert Kennedy, but a new introduction by Michael Beschloss, in which the acclaimed bestselling author and
historian discusses the book’s initial reception, Schlesinger’s thoughts on it, and expounds on why Robert Kennedy is
still such an important figure today. “Exceptionally important, one of a handful of books that anyone who cares for the
politics of the ‘60s must read.”—Newsweek “An absorbing and vividly written study of a gallant and tragic man.”—Boston
Globe “A story that leaves the reader aching for what cannot be recaptured.”—Miami Herald “An inspiring account of what
it was like to be at Robert Kennedy’s side and why he and many like him felt that vision and virtue walked with
them.”—Business Week
But for Birmingham Glenn T. Eskew 2000-11-09 Birmingham served as the stage for some of the most dramatic and important
moments in the history of the civil rights struggle. In this vivid narrative account, Glenn Eskew traces the evolution
of nonviolent protest in the city, focusing particularly on the sometimes problematic intersection of the local and
national movements. Eskew describes the changing face of Birmingham's civil rights campaign, from the politics of
accommodation practiced by the city's black bourgeoisie in the 1950s to local pastor Fred L. Shuttlesworth's
groundbreaking use of nonviolent direct action to challenge segregation during the late 1950s and early 1960s. In 1963,
the national movement, in the person of Martin Luther King Jr., turned to Birmingham. The national uproar that followed
on Police Commissioner Bull Connor's use of dogs and fire hoses against the demonstrators provided the impetus behind
passage of the watershed Civil Rights Act of 1964. Paradoxically, though, the larger victory won in the streets of
Birmingham did little for many of the city's black citizens, argues Eskew. The cancellation of protest marches before
any clear-cut gains had been made left Shuttlesworth feeling betrayed even as King claimed a personal victory. While
African Americans were admitted to the leadership of the city, the way power was exercised--and for whom--remained
fundamentally unchanged.
The Ku Klux Klan Sara Bullard 1998-06
Opening the Doors B. J. Hollars 2013-03-14 Opening the Doors is a wide-ranging account of the University of Alabama’s
1956 and 1963 desegregation attempts, as well as the little-known story of Tuscaloosa, Alabama’s, own civil rights
movement. Whereas E. Culpepper Clark’s The Schoolhouse Door remains the standard history of the University of Alabama’s
desegregation, in Opening the Doors B. J. Hollars focuses on Tuscaloosa’s purposeful divide between “town” and “gown,”
providing a new contextual framework for this landmark period in civil rights history. The image of George Wallace’s
stand in the schoolhouse door has long burned in American consciousness; however, just as interesting are the
circumstances that led him there in the first place, a process that proved successful due to the concerted efforts of
dedicated student leaders, a progressive university president, a steadfast administration, and secret negotiations
between the U.S. Justice Department, the White House, and Alabama’s stubborn governor. In the months directly following
Governor Wallace’s infamous stand, Tuscaloosa became home to a leader of a very different kind: twenty-eight-year-old
African American reverend T. Y. Rogers, an up-and-comer in the civil rights movement, as well as the protégé of Martin
Luther King Jr. After taking a post at Tuscaloosa’s First African Baptist Church, Rogers began laying the groundwork for
the city’s own civil rights movement. In the summer of 1964, the struggle for equality in Tuscaloosa resulted in the
integration of the city’s public facilities, a march on the county courthouse, a bloody battle between police and
protesters, confrontations with the Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan, a bus boycott, and the near-accidental-lynching of
movie star Jack Palance. Relying heavily on new firsthand accounts and personal interviews, newspapers, previously
classified documents, and archival research, Hollars’s in-depth reporting reveals the courage and conviction of a town,
its university, and the people who call it home.
When Evil Lived in Laurel: The "White Knights" and the Murder of Vernon Dahmer Curtis Wilkie 2021-06-15 One of NPR's
Best Books of the Year A finalist of the for the 2022 Edgar Award for Best Fact Crime The inside story of how a
courageous FBI informant helped to bring down the KKK organization responsible for a brutal civil rights–era killing. By
early 1966, the work of Vernon Dahmer was well known in south Mississippi. A light-skinned Black man, he was a farmer,
grocery store owner, and two-time president of the Forrest County chapter of the NAACP. He and Medgar Evers founded a
youth NAACP chapter in Hattiesburg, and for years after Evers’s assassination Dahmer was the chief advocate for voting
rights in a county where Black registration was shamelessly suppressed. This put Dahmer in the crosshairs of the White
Knights, with headquarters in nearby Laurel. Already known as one of the most violent sects of the KKK in the South, the
group carried out his murder in a raid that burned down his home and store. A year before, Tom Landrum, a young,
unassuming member of a family with deep Mississippi roots, joined the Klan to become an FBI informant. He penetrated the
White Knights’ secret circles, recording almost daily journal entries. He risked his life, and the safety of his young
family, to chronicle extensively the clandestine activities of the Klan. Veteran journalist Curtis Wilkie draws on his
exclusive access to Landrum’s journals to re-create these events—the conversations, the incendiary nighttime meetings,
the plans leading up to Dahmer’s murder and its erratic execution—culminating in the conviction and imprisonment of many
of those responsible for Dahmer’s death. In riveting detail, When Evil Lived in Laurel plumbs the nature and harrowing
consequences of institutional racism, and brings fresh light to this chapter in the history of civil rights in the
South—one with urgent implications for today.
The Road South B. J. Hollars 2018-05 Revisits the inspiring and heroic stories of the Freedom Riders, through their own

words. In May 1961, despite multiple Supreme Court rulings, segregation remained alive and well within the system of
interstate travel. All across the American South, interstate buses as well as their travel facilities were divided
racially. This blatant disregard for law and morality spurred the Congress of Racial Equality to send thirteen
individuals—seven black, six white—on a harrowing bus trip throughout the South as a sign of protest. These original
riders were met with disapproval, arrests and violence along the way, but that did not stop the movement. That summer,
more than four hundred Freedom Riders continued their journey—many of them concluding their ride at Mississippi’s
notorious Parchman Farm, where they endured further abuses and indignities. As a result of the riders sacrifice, by
November of 1961, the Interstate Commerce Commission finally put an end to interstate commerce segregation, and in the
process, elevated the riders to become a source of inspiration for other civil rights campaigns such as voter
registration rights and school desegregation. While much has been written on the Freedom Rides, far less has been
published about the individual riders. Join award-winning author B. J. Hollars as he sets out on his own journey to meet
them, retracing the historic route and learning the stories of as many surviving riders as he could. The Road South:
Personal Stories of the Freedom Riders offers an intimate look into the lives and legacies of the riders. Throughout the
book these civil rights veterans’ poignant, personal stories offer timely insights into America’s racial past and
hopeful future. Weaving the past with the present, Hollars aims to demystify the legendary journey, while also
confronting more modern concerns related to race in America. The Road South is part memoir and part research-based
journalism. It transcends the traditional textbook version of this historical journey to highlight the fascinating
stories of the many riders—both black and white—who risked their lives to move the country forward.
White Robes and Burning Crosses Michael Newton 2016-04-14 With its fiery crosses and nightriders in pointed hoods and
flowing robes, the Ku Klux Klan remains a recurring nightmare in American life. What began in the earliest post–Civil
War days as a social group engaging in drunken hijinks at the expense of perceived inferiors soon turned into a
murderous paramilitary organization determined to resist the “evils” of radical Reconstruction. For six generations and
counting, the Klan has inflicted misery and death on countless victims nationwide and since the early 1920s, has
expanded into distant corners of the globe. From the Klan’s post–Civil War lynchings in support of Jim Crow laws, to its
bloody stand against desegregation during the 1960s, to its continued violence in the militia movement at the turn of
the 21st century, this revealing volume chronicles the complete history of the world’s oldest surviving terrorist
organization from 1866 to the present. The story is told without embellishment because, as this work demonstrates, the
truth about the Ku Klux Klan is grim enough.
FBI Statutory Charter: Hearing held on June 12 and 27, July 12, August 10 and 15, September 26, 1978 United States.
Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary 1978
My Undercover Years with the Ku Klux Klan Gary Thomas Rowe 1976
The FBI and the KKK Michael Newton 2015-09-15 The Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Ku Klux Klan share a long and
complicated history. Beginning with their first confrontation in 1922, this book examines the similarities, covert
collaborations and common goals of the FBI and the KKK. After briefly describing the history of each, it explores the
development of their association and the specific ways in which each organization furthered the other’s goals. The book
traces eighty years of parallel development and the conservative attitudes that, astonishingly, drew the FBI and the KKK
together.
Freedom Walk Mary Stanton 2011-03-04 In 1963, the streams of religious revival, racial strife, and cold-war politics
were feeding the swelling river of social unrest in America. Marshaling massive forces, civil rights leaders were primed
for a widescale attack on injustice in the South. By summer the conflict rose to great intensity as blacks and whites
clashed in Birmingham. Outside the massive drive, Bill Moore, a white mail carrier, had made his own assault a few
months earlier. Jeered and assailed as he made a solitary civil rights march along the Deep South highways, he was
ridiculed by racists as a "crazy man." His well publicized purpose: to walk from Chattanooga to Jackson and hand-deliver
a plea for racial tolerance to Ross Barnett, the staunchly segregationist governor of Mississippi. On April 23, on a
highway near Attalla, Alabama, this lone crusader was shot dead. Although he was not a nobly ideal figure handpicked by
shapers of the movement, inadvertently he became one of its earliest martyrs and, until now, part of an overlooked
chapter in the history of the civil rights movement. Floyd Simpson, a grocer and a member of the Gadsden, Alabama
chapter of the Ku Klux Koan, was charged with Moore's murder. A week later, a white college student named Sam Shirah led
five black and five white volunteers into Alabama to finish Moore's walk. They were beaten and jailed. Four other
attempts to complete the postman's quest were similarly stymied. Moore had kept a journal that detailed his goal. Using
it, along with interviews and extensive newspaper and newsreel reports, Mary Stanton has documented this phenomenal
freedom walk as seen through the eyes of Moore, Shirah, and the gunman, the three protagonists. Though all shared a deep
love of the South, their strong feelings about who was entitled to walk its highways were in deadly conflict.
Perspectives on the American South Merle Black 2021-11-11 First Published in 1981. In Perspectives on the American
South we hope to gather, yearly, essays that deal with the society, politics, and culture of the region. This first book
in the series contains 27 articles, representing the work of some 30 scholars, and including the disciplines of history,
sociology, anthropology, political science, and geography. The papers have been organized around four broad topics:
violence in the region, southern politics, comparative studies of the region, and the South’s ethnic and cultural
groups.
Confronting Right Wing Extremism and Terrorism in the USA George Michael 2003-09-02 This book examines the response to
right-wing extremism in the US from both the government and non-governmental organisations. It provides a detailed
portrait of the contemporary extreme right in the US including interviews with several of the movement's leading figures
from groups such as the Ku Klux Klan, Militias, American Renaissance and the White Aryan Resistance. The author also
explains how the activities of these racist groups have been curbed due to the campaigning efforts of anti-racist and
anti-fascist watchdogs who have helped to shape and influence government policy.
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